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Tripartite Financing
Tripartite agreements (TPAs) are entered into between a Broker, a Customer and a Commodity Trade 
Financing Bank (CTF Bank). They provide financing solutions for the Customer’s hedging requirements, in 
conjunction with commodity finance provided by the CTF Bank.

Trading under a TPA arrangement adds strategic value to commodity trade financing between CTF Banks  
and their clients through the risk mitigation and hedging services provided by Triland. TPAs are often used  
to complement commodity trade finance while providing additional trading capacity between Triland and  
the customer. 

A TPA account separately holds hedging transactions between a customer and Triland, while the financing  
of margin and difference account (settlement) payments is provided by the CTF Bank with security interest.

Tailoring TPA Optionalities
Triland’s collaborative approach with CTF Banks and customers allows for bespoke tailoring of TPA 
arrangements to suit the needs of the customer and the level of oversight desired by the CTF Bank. Trade 
orders are passed through open dialogue, and trade execution processed under a pre-approval or free 
execution basis, depending on how the CTF Bank wishes to control TPA activity. Credit lines may also be 
applied to TPA accounts, subject to agreement, or operate on a fully funded basis. Triland’s global footprint 
opens TPA opportunities in all time zones, with both trading and financing operations being available 24/7, 
at the convenience of trans-Atlantic and Asiatic customers and CTF Banks worldwide. 

For more information on TPA opportunities, contact your Account Executive or see the Events section on 
our website to subscribe to TPA seminars and workshops hosted by Triland throughout the year.

Standard bilateral account
Financing: To / From Customer

Products: ALL

Tripartite account
Financing: To / From CTF Bank
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Disclaimer:
The material in this document (the ‘Material’) has been issued in the United Kingdom by Triland Metals 
Limited (‘Triland’) which is incorporated in England & Wales with company number 1011637. Its registered 
office is at MidCity Place, 71 High Holborn, London WC1V 6BA. Triland is authorised and regulated by 
the Financial Conduct Authority, 12 Endeavour Square, London, E20 1JN (‘FCA’). 

Triland (or any director or employee of Triland) may trade for its own account as principal, may have long or 
short positions in commodities or instruments or any related instrument mentioned in the Material. Brokerage or 
fees may be earned by Triland or persons associated with it in respect of any business transacted by it in all or 
any of the commodities or instruments referred to in the Material. The commodities or instruments referred to 
herein are not suitable for all investors and involve the risk of loss. Futures, in particular, are a leveraged 
investment and carry a substantial risk of loss. The “gearing” or “leverage” often obtainable in futures means that 
a small deposit or down payment can lead to large losses and that a relatively small movement can lead to a 
proportionately much larger movement in the value of an investment, and this can work against the investor.

The Material is being made available for information purposes only. It must not be copied or further distributed 
to any other persons or for any purpose. The Material is neither an offer to buy or sell, nor the solicitation of an 
offer to buy, sell or subscribe for any investment or any commodity referred to in the Material. Any trademarks, 
logos, trade names, product names, copyrights and any other intellectual property rights (whether registered  
or unregistered) displayed in this publication (together, the ‘IP Rights’) are the property of Triland or their 
respective owners. The use or exploitation of any nature of any of the IP Rights is strictly prohibited and all 
rights in the IP Rights are reserved by Triland or their respective owners (as applicable).

The Material is not intended to be a financial promotion and does not constitute, and should not be construed 
as, investment advice, an offer, invitation, solicitation or a recommendation to buy or sell or to exercise any  
rights in relation to any investment or any commodity referred to in the Material and it does not take into 
account any objectives, financial situation or needs of any person or entity. Neither this publication nor anything 
in it shall form the basis of any contract or commitment. The provision of any services by Triland to any person  
or entity is subject to Triland’s client acceptance procedures and the client entering into a legally binding 
agreement with Triland in relation to those services. Any recipient of this publication should make its own 
independent assessment and investigation in respect of the matters contained in this publication, after seeking 
advice from such professional advisers as such recipient deems necessary and appropriate. 

Important Notice:
In the event you are authorised to disseminate the Material to any other person, the Material may only be passed on to any person if that person is of a kind described in Article 19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act  
2000 (Financial Promotions) Order 2005 or otherwise pursuant to exemptions in Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (‘FSMA’). Triland does not provide services to retail clients. In addition,  
no person who is a person authorised under FSMA may issue or pass on this document, or otherwise promote Triland, to any person in the United Kingdom other than under the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority  
applicable to such authorised persons.

The Material is derived from sources Triland believes to be reliable but which have not been independently 
verified. Triland makes no guarantee of the accuracy and completeness of factual or analytical data and is  
not responsible for errors of transmission or reception, nor shall Triland be liable arising out of any person’s 
reliance upon this information. All charts and graphs are from publicly available sources or proprietary data. 
No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made in relation to the fairness, accuracy, correctness, 
completeness or reliability of the information, opinions or conclusions expressed herein or otherwise forming 
part of this publication. Any views expressed in this publication are those of the author and those views  
may differ from the views of Triland. Neither Triland nor any director or employee of Triland assumes any 
responsibility or liability of whatever nature for any error, omission, inconsistency or inaccuracy of whatever 
nature contained in this publication or for any damages or losses arising out of any person’s reliance on the 
information contained in this publication. 

The information and opinions in the Material are given by Triland as part of its internal research activity and 
not as manager or adviser of any assets or investments. The Material constitutes marketing communication. 
The Material further constitutes non-independent research and has not been prepared in accordance with  
any legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to 
any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of the investment research.

The Material is not intended for the use of and Triland does not provide services or transact with:  
(ı) any person or entity in any jurisdiction that is not a “professional client” or an “eligible counterparty”  
(as such terms are defined in the relevant rules issued by the FCA from time to time); (ıı) any person or  
entity in the United States of America that is not an “eligible contract participant” within the meaning of  
the Commodity Exchange Act (as amended by the Commodity Futures Modernization Act of 2000); or 
(ııı) any person or entity in the Republic of Singapore that is not an “accredited investor”, an “expert investor” 
or an “institutional investor” (as such terms are defined in the Securities and Futures Act (Chapter 289) of 
Singapore). This publication is not intended for distribution to any person or entity that does not satisfy  
the criteria for the foregoing classifications (as applicable). 


